Something’s Missing

All the vowels (a, e, i, o, u) are missing from these dental words.

How many can you complete in two minutes?
(The answers are at the bottom of the page.)

b r _ s h

j _ w s

c _ v _ t y

m _ _ t h

ch _ w

m _ _ t h g _ _ r d

c l _ _ n

n _ t r _ t _ _ n

d _ c _ y

p l _ q _

d _ n t _ s t

t _ _ t h b r _ s h

f l _ s s

s m _ l _

f _ _ r _ d _
t _ _ t h

f _ _ d
t _ _ t h p _ s t _
g _ m s

X - r _ y

Answers: brush, cavity, chew, clean, decay, dentist, floss, fluoride, food, gums, jaws, mouth, mouthguard, nutrition, plaque, toothbrush, smile, tooth, toothpaste, X-ray.